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FOREWORD
HE

1943 ANNUAL REPORT of the committee on terminology continues the discussion of "depreciation" which was commenced
in the 1942 report. The committee on accounting procedure has approved the definition suggested by the committee on terminology and
has authorized the publication of its report as an accounting research
bulletin. As in the past, the committee on terminology and the
research department will welcome suggestions and comments from
members of the Institute and others on the matters discussed in this
report and on the appended definition.
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T o THE COUNCIL OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS:
GENTLEMEN:
DEPRECIATION

In its report of October, 1942, the terminology committee discussed the nature of depreciation and outlined the sort of definition
to which its discussion seemed to point. It deliberately refrained
from any attempt to formulate a definition and, instead, invited
comments and suggestions.
The response to this invitation was less extensive than had been
hoped. However, the committee received from the chief accountant
of the Federal Power Commission a criticism of the discussion and
a copy of a definition which was under consideration by the National
Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners. The chairman
of this committee immediately offered to publish the proposed definition with comments, but suggested alternatively that the Institute
should be given an opportunity to comment on the N A R U C committee's report as a whole in advance of its publication. This suggestion was favorably received by the chairman of the NARUC com163
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mittee. In the event, the Institute, in common with other bodies,
was given only the briefest opportunity to consider the draft report
and it was impossible, in the time of not more than a week that was
allotted, to call a meeting of either the committee on accounting
procedure or the committee on terminology to deal formally with
the matter. This committee, therefore, felt that it was desirable to
continue its own activities independently.
In the September issue of The Journal of Accountancy, a further
attempt to elicit comments was made through the publication of a
suggested definition, criticisms of which were invited. A considerable number of letters have been received and various shades of opinion expressed. The committee particularly desires to acknowledge
receipt of helpful and constructive criticism from the chief accountant of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The committee believes that the best procedure would be to take
as the initial subject of definition, "depreciation accounting," and
to go on to describe the various senses in which the words "depreciate" and "depreciation" are used in connection with such
accounting.
Depreciation accounting is clearly a special technique (like cost
accounting or accrual accounting). It can be sharply distinguished
from the replacement system, the retirement system, the retirement
reserve system, and the appraisal system, all of which have been employed in American accounting during the last half century in dealing
with the same subject matter. Depreciation accounting, like accrual
accounting and cost accounting, may take one of a number of different forms. The term is broadly descriptive of a type of process, not
of an individual process, and only the characteristics which are common to all processes of the type can properly be reflected in a definition thereof. These common characteristics are, that a cost or other
basic value is allocated to accounting periods by a rational and systematic method which, however, does not attempt to relate the sum
allocated to an accounting period, to either the occurrences affecting
the length of life or the changes in value of the property within the
period. Definitions which imply that "depreciation for the year" is a
measurement, expressed in monetary terms, of the physical deterioration or of the decline in value within the year, or, indeed, of
anything that actually occurs within the period, are unacceptable.
The annual charge is an allocation to the year of a proportionate part
of a total cost or loss estimated with reference to a longer period.
Depreciation accounting has other characteristics which, however, it
may be unnecessary to mention in a primary definition.
Definitions along such lines indicate the technical usage of the
word "depreciation" in accounting and prepare the way for further
164
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definitions, the most important of which is, perhaps, the expression
"annual depreciation" or "depreciation for the year." The Supreme
Court, after defining depreciation, added: "Annual depreciation is
the loss which takes place in a year." This statement is not applicable
to the term "annual depreciation" as used in accounting. In that
usage, annual depreciation, or depreciation for the year, is the portion of the estimated total depreciation that is allocated to the year,
and as already noted, this amount has no necessary relation to either
the occurrences within the year or the changes in value during the
period.
In its last report, this committee said that the word "depreciation"
was sometimes used to connote the causes that give rise to a cost or
a loss, but suggested that its primary use should be to describe the
cost or loss rather than the cause thereof. An examination of current
accounting literature shows that the words "depreciate" and "depreciation" are used in a variety of senses—thus the word "depreciate"
is used in a transitive sense to indicate that property is dealt with
by a depreciation process rather than by some other method of
accounting, just as "accrued" has come to be used in a transitive
sense. "Depreciation" is used to describe the act of depreciating
in the transitive sense as well as the phenomenon of depreciating in
the intransitive sense. It is used in the income account to describe
a charge made, or in the balance-sheet to describe an accumulated
balance in respect of property still carried on the books.
Questions have been raised as to the description in a definition of
the property accounts to which depreciation accounting is applicable.
In the definition submitted for criticism by the Research Department the expression "instruments of production or distribution" was
used. Correspondents have raised interesting questions on this point.
It has been suggested, for instance, that depreciation accounting
may be applied to a building held for sale. It may be questioned
whether a building held for sale is a proper subject for depreciation
accounting or whether the treatment thereof should not be covered
by the rules governing investments and similar assets held for sale.
In that event the word "depreciation" would be applicable to it
only in the sense of a fall in value, since the most approved basis for
carrying it would be cost or market value whichever is lower. Only
so long as the building is regarded as an instrument of production
or distribution would depreciation accounting seem to be properly
applicable to it.
A number of questions have been raised regarding the expressions
"provision for depreciation" and "estimated depreciation." An objection to the expression "provision for depreciation" is that commonly urged against the use of the word "provision"—that to many it
165
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implies that something more has been done to provide for depreciation than merely to make an accounting entry. An objection may
be made to the word "estimated" on the grounds that it may encourage the belief that the charge represents an attempt to express in
monetary terms the effect of occurrences within the year, whereas the
charge is only an allocation of an estimated cost or loss in respect of
a longer period.
Much of the confusion and many of the misapprehensions that
have arisen in respect of depreciation accounting would, as the committee's report of last year suggested, be obviated by the substitution
of some such word as "amortization" for "depreciation." The use
of the latter word to describe a fall in value is so widespread and
so well justified by the root meaning of the word that it is unreasonable to expect that the technical accounting use of it will result in
the complete abandonment of the use of the word in the popular
sense, even in accounting.
The committee suggests for adoption by the committee on accounting procedure the attached definition and comment.
The committee has also given much consideration to the use of
the terms "current assets" and "current liabilities." Wartime policies, such as that reflected in the V loan, have created new problems
in this field. At the same time, covenants relating to the maintenance
of net current assets exist which provide that the amount thereof
shall be determined in accordance with accepted accounting principles; therefore, changes in practice should not be lightly made.
The committee concluded that the best approach to the problem
would be to publish an extended discussion of the subject and invite
comment thereon. Mr. Herrick undertook to prepare such a memorandum, which has now been completed and will appear in an early
number of The Journal of Accountancy. The committee hopes that
comments upon this article will be freely submitted, in which both
the immediate and long-run aspects of the problem will be considered. It hopes that in the light of criticism it may be possible to
make specific suggestions in a later report.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE O . M A Y ,
ANSON

HERRICK

WALTER A .

October 18, 1943
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APPENDIX
DEPRECIATION

ACCOUNTING

Depreciation accounting is a system of accounting which aims
to distribute the cost or other basic value of tangible capital
assets over the estimated useful life of the unit (which may be
a group of assets) in a systematic and rational manner. It is a
process of allocation, not of valuation. Depreciation for the
year is the portion of the total charge under such a system that
is allocated to the year. Although the allocation may properly
take into account occurrences during the year, it is not intended
to be a measurement of the effect of all such occurrences.
NOTE.—This method of accounting may be contrasted with such
systems as the replacement, the retirement, the retirement reserve,
and the appraisal methods of recognizing the fact that the life of
tangible capital assets is limited.
The words depreciate and depreciation are used in various ways
in connection with depreciation accounting. The verb is used in a
transitive as well as in an intransitive sense (cf., the use of accrue
in accrual accounting); the noun is used to describe not only the
process but also a charge resulting from the process or the accumulated balance of such charges. It is also used to describe the
exhaustion of life which gives rise to the method of accounting.
In all these uses, the meaning of the word is sharply distinguished
from the sense of "fall in value" in which the word is employed
in common usage and in respect of some assets (e.g., marketable
securities) in accounting.
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